I can only assume that the majority, if not all of the $450K was given to other high level players. In all of the
footage reviewed I didn’t see any chip passes that might explain where or with whom the chips ended up.
BCLC corporate security management and our AML unit have reviewed this file and have
advised/recommended the following:
1.
Site management is to educate the patron on the proper use of a PGF account and he needs to be
advised that if he were to continue to conduct activity that is not consistent with the proper use, it could result
in his account being closed.
2.
When spoken to/ educated, by site management determine what explanation he provides for the
disposition of the 300K (and $150K).
We’re not overly concerned with players of this level sharing chips (we understand this is common practice
between known, high level players) however the issue is we don’t know what XU did with the chips and the
involvement of a PGF account brings some issue regarding its intended/proper use.
Once Mr. XU is educated/spoken to and any explanation is gained for the whereabouts of the chips please
provide us with an update and document the results in an iTrak file.
Feel free to forward this to any relevant people I may missed.
Thanks,
Steve Beeksma
Casino Investigations
BCLC, 2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, BC, V5M 0A6
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Connect with us :
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Last year, more than $1 billion generated by BCLC gambling activities went back into health care, education and
community groups across B.C.
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